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ACER Architectural specifies Forticrete to deliver natural finish on housing 
project 
 
Forticrete’s popular Anstone® Walling Stone and highly durable Minislate® roof tiles 
have been handpicked to complement the local vernacular for a striking new residential 
development in the heart of the prestigious Roundhay district of Leeds. 
 

Devonshire Park, the new housing project from Amberstone Developments which comprises eight 
three- and four-bedroom town houses, was carefully designed to blend with its surrounding area and 

adjacent Roundhay Conservation Area. Project architects, ACER Architectural specified the Anstone® 
Walling Stone in Olde Heather Black, and lightweight Minislate interlocking roof tiles in Slate Grey, 

which were installed with the company’s Dry Fix System which is designed to provide a maintenance 
free detail at the ridge, verge, valleys and hips. 

 
David Morgan, Director at ACER Architectural, commented: “This attractive housing project, located 

within an existing residential area, had to be carefully designed to blend in with other established 
properties. 

 

“The Forticrete Minislate with its thin leading edge and small element size provided the ideal solution 
to ensure that the development was in keeping with the character of the existing properties at the 

site and its surrounding environment.  
 

“Forticrete’s Anstone® Premier Range Walling with a pitched finish enhanced the kerb appeal for this 
quality development and due to the combined success of these Forticrete materials, both ourselves 

and Amberstone Developments have specified both products again for our next venture.” 

 
Forticrete’s Anstone® walling products have been designed to blend in with the natural stone types 

found in Northern Britain. Anstone® products are manufactured from a carefully controlled mixture of 
graded limestone and other natural aggregates, cement and pigments, in accordance with national 

product standards for reconstructed stone masonry units. 

 
Forticrete’s Minislate® interlocking concrete roof tiles have been specifically designed to replicate the 

look and feel of natural slate, therefore maintaining the appearance of a traditional natural slate roof. 
The lightweight, strong tiles are easy to install, significantly reducing the cost to lay them.  

 
Forticrete’s Dry Fix System, which is suitable for new build or re-roofing applications, eliminates the 

need for traditional wet bedded mortar fixing that cannot be relied upon to provide a completely 



 

robust finish. Forticrete’s Dry Fix Roof System also enabled faster roof completion and guarantees 

future maintenance free roofing. 

 
For more information on any of the Forticrete range of products, visit: http://www.forticrete.co.uk/ 
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